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EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - DAY

A bulldozer passes bay as Fisher walks through the site. A 
crane lowers a giant I-beam. Dozens of WORKERS move about.

Quinn (50s), stocky, hard hat, looks over from behind a group 
of BURLY CONSTRUCTION WORKERS and spots Fisher.

INT. PROJECT TRAILER - CONTINUOUS

Various blueprints, survey maps, and other paperwork cover 
the desks. Industrial building permits pinned to the walls.

Quinn and Fisher look over some schematics.

QUINN
This is all you need to get to. 
Right here.

Quinn taps on a square room off some sort of massive lobby.

FISHER
That doesn’t look like a vault.

QUINN
That’s cause it ain’t. The beauty 
of this score is you don’t gotta 
get into no vault. The money’s just 
sitting in the foyer waiting to be 
picked up.

FISHER
Bullshit.

QUINN
I shit you not. It’s all this new 
age risk management bullshit the 
banks are doing. They keep all the 
good shit in the vaults. Ice. 
Coins. Artwork. Whatever they 
handle. They open the vault in the 
morning, take out the cash they 
need for the day, and close that 
shit up. They hold the cash in a 
simple mini-safe in the foyer. 
Ain’t nothing but some metal bars 
and an armed guard protecting it. 
Shit, we put in two systems in Ohio 
who’s vault can’t even be opened on 
site. It’s all done remotely from 
some corporate office.



Quinn walks over to the office fridge as Fisher continues to 
look over the schematics.

QUINN (CONT’D)
Usually there’s only a hundred 
grand or so in the foyer. But 
Friday, Friday is gonna be special.

Quinn opens the fridge. It’s crammed full of cannoli and 
other baked goods. He grabs a few cannoli, stuffing one 
instantly into his mouth.

QUINN (CONT’D)
Some hot shot exec decided he wants 
to take out all his money, cash. 
You can’t just show up and 
withdrawal six million bucks, you 
know? Even a bank like this don’t 
want that kind of dough sitting 
around all day. 

Quinn offers a cannoli to Fisher. He waves it off.

QUINN (CONT’D)
So they set up a thirty minute 
window. An armored car to drops off 
the cash. They hold it in the 
foyer. The exec comes to pick it 
up. All you gotta do is get there 
before he does.

FISHER
What’s the exposure?

QUINN
Typical shit. Cameras. Silent 
alarm. Just bullshit. Three guards. 
All armed. Two in the lobby. One in 
the foyer. But you don’t gotta 
worry nothing about the one in the 
foyer--

FISHER
Because he’s your guy.

QUINN
He’s my guy alright. Landed him 
this gig eight months ago. He’ll 
get you into the foyer. All you’ll 
gotta worry about is the mini-safe. 
The biggest problem with this place 
is the size. It’s a big ass lobby 
you gotta cover.
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Quinn is all smiles, but Fisher doesn’t look sold yet.

INT. PARK VIEW RETIREMENT HOME - DAY

Fisher pushes MANNY (70s), bald, squinty eyes behind thick 
glasses, cane resting on his lap, in a wheelchair. They 
travel down a quiet hallway. 

An orderly passes pushing a cart of cleaning supplies.

FISHER
They treating you alright here?

MANNY
It’s better then that last place.

FISHER
That last place was a shithole.

MANNY
Seriously kid, this is all too 
much. At least let me--

FISHER
Manny, when pops got locked up 
everyone looked the other way, like 
they didn’t even know us. Everyone 
but you. I don’t let friends like 
that suffer.

A deep, thick, appreciative smile crosses Manny’s face. He 
pats Fishers hand.

MANNY
You’re a good kid. A good kid.

EXT. PARK VIEW RETIREMENT HOME - CONTINUOUS

Manny and Fisher sit on a bench overlooking a small pond. 
Manny tosses some bread to the ducks.

MANNY
How big’s the score?

FISHER
Mid seven figures. Day job. Mild 
security.

MANNY
Then what’s the problem?
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Fisher smirks. The old man always could read him.

FISHER
I’m worried it might be too much 
too soon. 

Manny nods like he’s been in Fisher’s shoes before.

MANNY
A new crew takes time. You gotta 
let it mature. Work the kinks out. 
I don’t know this Biggs fella, but 
Carter and Worm--those guys are 
pros. I wouldn’t set you up with 
anyone else. But you keep at it 
with the small time and they’re 
gonna walk.

FISHER
You’re right. 

MANNY
You know what your problem is? You 
worry to much. You’re father was 
the same way. Always obsessing over 
the little details. You can’t 
control everything. But if 
something feels wrong, that’s 
because it is. All you can do is 
trust your instincts.

Manny pats Fisher on the thigh.

MANNY (CONT’D)
So quit being such a pussy and take 
the score, or I’ll find some other 
guys and do it myself.

Fisher laughs.

EXT. ST. JOHN’S HOSPITAL - DAY

A massive, two wing, all brick 1950s hospital complex. An 
ambulance races up to the emergency room entrance.

INT. CHEMOTHERAPY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Shawn lay on a hospital bed, Fisher and Cindy at his side. 
The I.V. drip in his arm connected to a chemotherapy machine 
next to the bed.
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A NURSE monitors the machine.

FISHER
Two more of these to go bud.

CINDY
And after that we’ll take you on 
vacation down to Disney.

SHAWN
Really?!

CINDY
We certainly will.

Fisher looks over at Cindy, eyes thin. They both know that’s 
not in the cards. Cindy ignores Fisher’s gaze.

CINDY (CONT’D)
Won’t we, Ryan?

Shawn looks over to Fisher, his face full of hope. Now isn’t 
the time for Ryan to crush his dreams, and Cindy knows it.

RYAN
Sure, Ma. We’ll do whatever Shawn 
wants.

DOCTOR BRAM (50s), white mustache, disheveled hair, enters.

DR. BRAM 
How’s slugger doing today?

SHAWN
Dr. Bram, I told you I don’t play 
baseball.

Dr. Bram looks over Shawn’s charts.

DR. BRAM
Can you throw a baseball?

SHAWN
Yeah.

DR. BRAM
Good enough for me.

Fisher gets up and goes over to Dr. Bram.

RYAN
Can I talk to you for a second.
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HALLWAY

Ryan and Dr. Bram take a few steps away from the door, out of 
Cindy and Ryan’s earshot.

FISHER
We got a letter that said the 
hospital is gonna stop Shawn’s 
treatment. You know anything about 
that?

DR. BRAM
Your mother didn’t--

FISHER
My ma ain’t the best and filling me 
in on things.

Dr. Bram does his best to keep the awkwardness of this topic 
to a minimum.

DR. BRAM
Shawn’s medical bills haven’t been 
paid in over six months.

Fisher looks confused.

FISHER
Medicare or whatever is supposed to 
take care of that stuff.

DR. BRAM
And it would have, but your mother  
refused to file the proper 
paperwork and requested the state 
terminate assistance.

FISHER
That fu--

Fisher catches himself, but looks ready to punch a hole in 
the wall. It takes everything he has to keep his cool.

FISHER (CONT’D)
Give me the paperwork. I’ll fill it 
out right now. Square this away.

Dr. Bram crosses his arms.

DR. BRAM
I’m afraid it’s not that simple.
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FISHER
Sure it is. You give me the papers. 
I fill them out.

DR. BRAM
What I’m saying is that the forms 
won’t do you any good. When Shawn’s 
coverage lapsed the hospital began 
charging at the uninsured rate. 
It’s well beyond what Medicare and 
Medicaid will reimburse.

Fisher clenches his fist and grits his teeth.

FISHER
Fine. Whatever. What kinda dough we 
talking about here? Ten, fifteen 
grand?

DR. BRAM
I’m afraid it’s much more than 
that.

FISHER
How much more?

DR. BRAM
Over two hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars.

Fisher’s face drops. He can’t believe that.

FISHER
There must be some sort of--

DR. BRAM
I’m afraid not. If it’s not brought 
current in the next two weeks, the 
hospital won’t admit Shawn for his 
next treatment. Now, if you’ll 
excuse me.

Dr. Bram walks off down the hall.

EXT. ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL - DAY

Fisher exits the hospital like a man on a mission. He takes 
out his cell phone and dials.

FISHER
Quinn, I’ll take the score.
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INT. RYAN'S FLAT - DAY

Not so much a flat, as warehouse someone happens to call 
home. About half the place is covered in machines. A vehicle 
under a tarp in the back.

The other half is technically a living area. Spartan 
furnishings. A couch and chairs that could be called a living 
room. Old stove. Sink. Makeshift counter. Bed. 

Worm, Biggs, and Carter sit. Fisher leans against a table.

BIGGS
Now this is the type of score I’ve 
been waiting for.

WORM
What type of look we got?

FISHER
Everything we need. Blueprints. 
Schematics. Wiring. Network 
infrastructure. Name it, Quinn’s 
got it.

CARTER
Anything Quinn can’t get?

FISHER
His dick hard.

Everyone but Bigg’s laughs. Something isn’t sitting right.

BIGGS
You know...that’s a lot of fucking 
money to just be sitting around 
like that. You sure this ain’t a 
set-up?

Fisher pushes the hard sell.

FISHER
This isn’t a fucking set up. It’s 
the God damn score you guys have 
been waiting on. Look, we got a 
thirty minute window on Friday, 
which gives us shit time to plan. 
So you don’t want in, that’s your 
call. But I need to know now. 
Carter?
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CARTER
I’m in.

FISHER
Worm?

Worm shakes his head and laughs.

WORM
Shit man, you know me. I’m down, 
for real.

FISHER
Biggs?

Biggs is hesitant. He doesn’t look happy about the way this 
is playing out. But he caves.

BIGGS
I’m in. But if five oh’s start 
pulling up while we’re inside, I’m 
shooting you first.

FISHER
Whatever. Now enough pissing 
around. Let’s get to work.

INT. RUN DOWN DUPLEX - KITCHEN - DAY

Fisher pours liter after liter of vodka into the sink. His 
face red, angry. Cindy at the table, wasted, tears causing 
her mascara to run. An bottle of Jack in front of her.

FISHER
You’re a fucking disaster, you know 
that? Your son is dying. But all 
miss princess does is ignore the 
problem and hope it will go away.

CINDY
That’s not true Ryan. I was gonna 
take care of him myself.

Fisher turns and throws a half empty liter of vodka at the 
wall next to Cindy. It shatters and she ducks for cover.

FISHER
Bullshit! You were gonna fucking 
write him off and let him die.

More tears from Cindy.
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FISHER (CONT’D)
Weren’t you!

Cindy still doesn’t reply.

FISHER (CONT’D)
Fuck it. I’m tired of this shit. 

Fisher drops the rest of the bottles in the sink and wipes 
his hands.

FISHER (CONT’D)
You want to drink your life away, 
fine. But Shawn is coming with me.

CINDY
Ryan stop. You can’t!

Fisher leaves the kitchen and heads up the stairs.

CINDY (CONT’D)
You can’t take him!

SHAWN’S ROOM

Fisher opens the door and opens Shawn’s closet. He grabs a 
suit case and starts stuffing it with clothes.

Shawn wakes up, utterly confused.

SHAWN
Ryan?

FISHER
Hey bud.

Fisher zip up one of the suit cases.

SHAWN
What are you doing?

FISHER
Packing. You’re gonna come live 
with me now.

Fisher takes down another suit case and starts packing.

SHAWN
Why?

FISHER
Because mom has no fucking clue how 
to take care of you. 
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KOTERIC (O.S.)
Give it up Ryan.

Fisher stops, clenches his jaw. He’s not happy to hear that 
voice. He drops the bag and turns to find Koteric in the 
doorway, arms crossed. Cindy standing behind him.

FISHER
Don’t fucking start with me Mike. 
Not right now.

Koteric flashes a false smile. 

KOTERIC
That’s Uncle Mike. And last I 
checked you have a restraining 
order that says you’re not allowed 
within five hundred yards of this 
house.

FISHER
That’s things bullshit. 

KOTERIC
Doesn’t matter. Now make this easy 
and just leave. I don’t want to 
have to call the police and have 
you removed.

FISHER
To much of a pussy to do it 
yourself?

KOTERIC
Get out.

Shawn is utterly confused. Fisher looks over at him.

FISHER
I tried buddy. But mom is making 
yet another mistake in the long 
series of fuck ups she likes to 
refer to as her life.

KOTERIC
Let’s go.

Fisher leaves, bumping into Koteric’s shoulder on the way 
out.
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